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1 Introduction
Context plays an important role in information processing process. Context has always been elicited
and exploited when librarians helped us to look for information, but current information retrieval systems
proceed in blissful ignorance of who we are and what we are trying to achieve. The continuing series of
workshops in context attempts to redress the problem. In this paper we look at how context can help when
finding information in the enterprise.
This paper aims not to fully describe context, or to fully exploit context, but to address the issue of
whether a little bit of context can make a big difference. We ask this question in three phases of retrieval
of enterprise information seeking, namely query formulation, matching/ranking and delivery. In each
phase, we compare what is current, what is possible, and a simple effective improvement.

2 Context in an Enterprise Search Environment
The presenters of the SIGIR 2004 IRIX Workshop [1] discussed context and how it could be used in
information retrieval in general. The types of context identified included users’ familiarity with the search
topic, search system and search collection; users’ interaction history; the time, place and device; and the
task in hand.
All these discussions on context could apply to enterprise information search environment. However,
as a subset of a broad information search, enterprise search brings its own typical context characteristics:
users are mainly the employees, search tasks are usually related to its business, and information sources
are dominated by those used or generated in its business operation.
Users – Generally, we are aware of the roles of each user in an enterprise search environment. These
users are characterized by their responsibilities, skills, interests and experiences. Their roles also
represent their general and long term information needs. For example, a scientist and an IT support
person may send the same query “network”, but they may in fact look for different types of
information.
Task – Knowing the users’ tasks can help to locate the information source and understand the
requirements. Information seeking and retrieval is embedded in a task context [Järvelin]. This is more
significant within enterprise search environment, as an enterprise search tool is usually used for
searching job-related information.
Document collection – Enterprise searches are usually conducted in an intranet environment.
Documents in this environment are usually unstructured, of various types and from heterogeneous
information repositories, e.g. Email systems, client relationship management systems, content
management systems, etc.. Each individual system may provide a local context. However, documents
from these heterogeneous repositories typically do not cross reference each other.
In addition to the contents of a document, the properties of a document, such as its author, its creation
and modification time, can also provide a useful context in information search and delivery.
What of these can be captured in enterprise search? What can be exploited effectively? In this
paper, we look at “what gives bang for buck”!

3 Context in Enterprise Search System
Query Formulation
Simple queries are overwhelmingly used to formulate users’ information needs, with no indication of
whether the need is for some information, a fact, a home page, or a service. It has been observed that
about 70% of web users typically type in only one keyword or search term [Butler]. Our own analysis of a
query log for our email archive also shows that about 33% queries are one word. This type of simple
queries provide little information on what a user wants.
Understanding the user query and building the connection between what a user asks for and what the
user wants is a challenge for any search engine. In the extreme we might describe all elements of context
to substantially improve query specification. Nordlie showed that knowing why information is wanted
made a very big difference between human intermediated searching, compared to OPAC intermediated
searching [Nordlie]. However, typically, the cost of acquiring full context is simply too high, compared to
the benefits, let alone possible privacy issues.
Knowing a user’s task may help us to understand what a user wants. In an enterprise there exists a
variety of information sources used for various using purposes, a single search across all sources is useful
to have, but when we know even a little bit more about the task at hand we can do better. For example, if
you want a business document, you might use a standard enterprise search:

Figure 1- Enterprise Search
If you want to find a person, you might use a people finding tool [Craswell]:

Figure 2: Expert search
Or if you need to find the name of a business contact, it is likely to be buried in a corporate email:

Figure 2: Email search
Thus, we see in this situation, that we can leverage tasks by specifying the type of search, and hence
search engine, at query time, probably leading to substantial improvement of search. This is hard to
quantify, given very different desired outcomes, and thus possibly different measures, depending upon
context.

Matching and Ranking
The purpose of matching and ranking is to identify, based on the search query, those documents that
are most relevant, so that the human user can look at the most promising documents first. However, the
relevance may be different for web search and enterprise search. On the internet, there are a large number
of documents are typically relevant to query, a user is often looking for the “best” or most relevant
documents. On an intranet, users might know or have previously seen the specific document(s) that they
are looking for. On an intranet, the definition of “best” answer may be less clear cut. There may be no
authoritative website dedicated to the topic of their query. On the other hand, users might more often
know or have previously seen the specific document(s) that they are looking for. Intranets may have a
small set of “correct answers” (often a single page) for any given query [Mukherjee]. So the matching and
ranking algorithms work for the web may not have the same effect for the enterprise search.
Matching algorithms typically determine the overlap of the content in the query with the content of the
document and, on web data, have been improved to take into account factors such as anchortext matching,
link graph characteristics, click popularity and so on. However, it is a definite limitation that current
search engines return the same ranking to all users despite major differences of preference and purpose.
Factoring in user context seems to offer the greatest potential for the next big step forward in ranking
quality.
It might be possible to do much better with full context, but this is not generally available, and might be
too complex for the search engine to productively exploit. Apart from the user’s interaction history with
system [Lawrence], what is generally available in enterprise search is the role of the users, as the user is
known within an organization, and has a specific role and position. Fagin et al. found that the correct
answer to a query is often specific to a site, geographic location, or an organizational division [Fagin].
This information could helpful for ranking search results from heterogeneous collections. For example, a
matched document from client relationship management repository would be ranked higher than that from
supplier profile repository for a business manager, while it would be opposite for a service staff.

During the matching and ranking, it is also essential to identify the context within document content.
As the enterprise information sources consist of a number of disconnected repositories such as emails,
client relationship management system, content / knowledge management system, and so on, the search
engine need to have some knowledge about these applications and their associated document repository,
so the context can used to retrieve key and right information. For example, in an email system, the
information contained in the To, CC, and Subject field of a message is probably more important than the
information in the message body or attachment. This information could also be used to relate to the
account name and customer problem in retrieving the right information from a customer relationship
management system.
Two questions of very considerable interest in the matching and ranking process are how to represent
and communicate the elements of user context which will actually make a difference to ranking and how
to process the contextualised query. One possible method is query augmentation – the addition of extra
words or scoping elements to the query to represent the context. Another method modifies the profile of
static (query-independent) a priori document probabilities according to context such as role or task. Static
probabilities are relied on in modern search engines and are often determined by click or link popularity.
In an enterprise one could imagine them being set on the basis of document genre (e.g. policy, media
release, technical report, customer email etc.), recency, source etc. One could equally imagine modifying
the bias profile according to whether the searcher was a manager, a salesperson, a researcher or an
assembly line worker.
We aim to devise a protocol for communicating context to an enterprise search engine which will be
simple enough for efficient transmission and general enough to apply to at least 80% of enterprises.
Implementation of a practically useful system will also require a generalised method for extracting the
relevant context: either requiring the user to specify their own profile or interfacing with the directory
service for the organisation. A practical system should also allow for generic search if the user requests it
and should allow a user to easily take on more than one role or task profile.
Proposed method for evaluating the contribution of context to ranking effectiveness
Obviously there is no standard test collection for contextualised enterprise search. We propose using
volunteer employees performing their normal everyday task to evaluate the contribution of context in the
matching/ranking phase by presenting results from the enterprise's standard search tool in two side-byside panes. One pane shows the standard search, the other shows the context-aware version. The two
variants are randomly assigned to left or right and the volunteers are asked to rate the relative value of the
two panes as follows:
● prefer left pane
● prefer right pane
● both panes of equal value

Delivery
Display schemes attempt to present a summary of each matching documents for the user’s evaluation in
such a way that the user can identify the best document at a glance. Most search engines deliver a list of
document surrogates with links to the relevant pages. However this is often of little use – suppose my
search is over the phone to my corporate search engine, or I wish to take the results of my search from a
network printer on the way to a meeting. In the first case, a page of text is way too much, and in the later
case, hotlinks are useless. By knowing the delivery device only it is possible do much better. These two
images show information delivered to two different devices – all as a result of the same information need,
but where knowledge of the delivery device makes all the difference.
Again, determining the value of improved delivery is difficult using standard evaluation measures. It is
sometimes the case that the value is absolute – delivering in one mode may be completely impractical. In
other circumstances, the value is more subtle. The above delivery is created using rhetorical structure
theory [Mann], attempting to ensure that the information delivered is more easily assimilated than would
be the case if the form of delivery was not condisered. Possible measures include cognitive load measures,
and comprehension measures, however, again, the measures, not only the systems depend upon context.
Currently we simply know that users prefer delivery that has good rhetorical structure [Paris].

4 Conclusions
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Figure 4: An example for 2 Delivery modes
We have seen that modest use of context in enterprise search and delivery can make a significant
difference – by knowing what is being searched for, we can invoke different search – this can be achieved
at the interface. By knowing who is searching enables us to leverage their role in working out classes of
documents that may a priori be more useful. By knowing where the person is, we can deliver information
appropriately – paper, desktop, or PDA.
In the enterprise, each of these fragments of context may easily be available, yet each can deliver
substantial value.
Consequently we argue for the importance of context, but against the need to fully capture context, as
there are practical steps to exploit partial context effectively.
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